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July 29, 2019
Greetings!
Hard to believe it is August already. Children are getting ready to head back to school,
and the end of summer is in sight. We thought this might be a good time for an update on your
Highland Park community.
We currently have four homes under construction, and several in the design stage. Please
be careful when you are out in the subdivision, as past experience has shown that some people
drive a little too quickly. We often ask builders to remind their subcontractors to take it slow
through the residential area. Quite a few people walk on Lochwinnoch Lane, and we don’t want
to have accidents.
We have generally been getting home plans approved within two weeks, but it depends
on how busy we are and where the architectural committee members are. As a reminder, we need
a paper set of plans delivered to the office (address above), and we need a set of electronic plans.
It will speed things up if you include color chips with your application, rather than just a name or
color number which requires the architectural committee to go look them up and find out what
color they are. The house should be staked out on the lot for the site visit. As always, if you have
questions about a particular location, contact us and we can meet you out there for a preliminary
reading on the proposed site. Also, I will be unavailable from September 6-23, so if you are
working on plans and want to get them approved before I go, plan accordingly.
Lot sales have been good this year, With 20 of 39 sold, optioned or under contract. We
think there is a reasonable expectation that we will sell out in 2020. If you have friends you
would like for neighbors, encourage them to contact us. Based on the development plans being
proposed on the east side of Vollmer, we continue to believe these will be the last of the close-in
large estate sized homesites in the area.
We recently were asked when the property owners would assume responsibility for the
homeowners’ association; the answer is, we are not sure. We feel it would be good to actually
have some residents in the neighborhood before turning it over, as having resident owners
keeping an eye on things is very helpful (also, the current owners are not beating down our door
right now, asking to take over operation of the HOA ( ). We are currently planning on holding
the organizational meeting of the Association in the fall of 2020.
When you are ready for a mailbox key, you must go to the U.S. Post Office in Briargate
located at 8585 Criterion Drive. We were told that you should ask for Nancy, who we are told
“has the keys in the back” for our neighborhood box unit. Make sure that you have title
information and I.D.

I was out mowing this morning and while it is nice to see green fields this late into the
summer, the rains have brought us a bumper crop of grass and weeds. El Paso County sent us a
notice last week regarding knapweed and thistles in the community, with requirements to deal
with them. A few lots that we have already sold or have under contract (120, 121, 126, 133, 139,
143,144, 156, 157 and 158) were on the Little London list (presumably, the County has updated
its ownership records as to other property owners, and they probably got their own letter). If your
lot is one that has been identified as having weeds, you will want to take action. A copy of the
County's letter and weed control information is included herewith. Even if yours is not on the
list, you may want to check it for weeds.
Little London is in the process of mowing the lots it controls. Little London is also
planning on mowing lots that are under contract, but if we don’t get to yours before closing, you
may feel free to do it yourself or hire it done. We recently checked around to see who is doing
field mowing and following are the names of a few folks that we found so that you can arrange
with them to mow your lawn, if that is how you choose to deal with any weeds on your property.
One last comment before we end. Soon we will have people drilling wells in the
community. Remember to tell your builders to have a flow meter installed on your well. Once
people start using water we will have to start the meter reading process, which happens three
times a year (October 31, December 1 and February 28/29). We will be following up with you
prior to those dates to determine who does and does not have a well in use, but it would sure help
if you would notify us when you have completed a well so that we can get copies of the well
paperwork. Thank you.
We are sending this first newsletter electronically, and hope that it is received well in this
format. We thought perhaps we could save some Association money on postage. We are also
sending the newsletter to those who are under contract, to help engage them in the community.
That’s it for now. Have a great rest of your year!
Sincerely
Highland Park 3 Association, Inc.

By Douglas H. Barber-President
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